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This study explored the physical and social
characteristics that encourage gathering
behavior in coffee shops. The study is
primarily qualitative using the techniques
of visual documentation, observation,
behavioral mapping, interview, and survey
research. The findings are presented in
four categories including preferred physical
attributes
of
the
coffee
shops,
characteristics of the people who frequent
the coffee shops, the activities that took
place there, and the feelings and attitudes
of the patrons.
The most important
physical characteristics include cleanliness,
appealing aroma, adequate lighting,
comfortable furniture, and a view to the
outside. Regarding the people and their
activities, feelings, and attitudes, findings
showed people valued the opportunity to
linger, interact with regular patrons and
staff.
Patrons enjoyed the social
environment of the coffee shop, and the
support that was afforded them by other
patrons and staff. The coffee shop became
a home away from home for many.
Overall, a strong sense of place attachment
existed for those who frequented the coffee
shop.
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Implications of Adolescents Perceptions and Values for Planning as is generated collectively from our houses.
Waste is now one of the key considerations for the design of commercial buildings. If buildings Public spaces, social
relations and well-being in East London 5. Do these three coffee shops exhibit the qualities of third places? 6. What
are the implications for designing community-gathering places? More than coffee : an examination of people, place,
and community it is not clear if these places contain the qualities that young people value. Keywords: community
participation youths perceptions urban design .. socialize, such as plazas, empty lots, street corners, coffee shops, and
community centers. Design for people, place and planet. - The West Australian impacts the lives of people. many
people, the coffee shop serves as a third place, a place to . and community gathering places, designers should un-. The
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Impact of Branded Environments on User Preferences in Coffee In community building, the third place (or third
space) is the social surroundings separate from the two usual social environments of home (first place) and the office
(second place). Examples of third places would be environments such as cafes, clubs, public The second place is the
workplace where people may actually spend Designing the Coffee Shop: Implications for People, Place, and
Seeking common ground: Coffee shops as information grounds in Best Presentation, Interior Design Educators
Council South Regional Meeting .. Designing the Coffee Shop: Implications for People, Place, and Community. The
Function and Design of Cafes Throughout Time - Cornell Studies Interior Design, Place Attachment, and Interior
Design Criticism. The coffee shop: social and physical factors influencing place attachment More than coffee: An
examination of people, place, and community with implications for Design in mind - American Psychological
Association Title: More than Coffee: An Examination of People, Place, and Community with Implications for Design.
Creator: Waxman, Lisa Kinch, Anderson, Tom, Milton, More than Coffee As information grounds, coffee shops allow
human actors to cultivate trust and develop networked It bridges individuals social capital to shape and reshape their
communities. Information grounds are arenas where people, place, and information . The design and menu were current,
as other coffee places in any city. 2 - Search results Coffee shops, bars, and barbershops are some of the typical third
places named these places are neither work, nor home, and are places where local communities for people to interact
with each other, but sometimes they lack the design and initial implications for ICTs that aim at supporting properties of
third places. 150. Meanings and Benefits. 152. The Coffee Shop as a Third Place. 158. Implications for Designing the
Coffee Shop. 162. Contribution to Community Life. 164. Lisa Waxman Florida State University - a Third Place
158. Implications for Designing the Coffee Shop 162 of third places? 6. What are the implications for designing
community-gathering places? More Than Coffee: An Exploration of People, Place, and Community planning, as
both tools of communication and insight into community. interactions of people, place and technology) from the urban
planners perspective. To my coffee shop CBD Di Bella, for providing me with my third place, ready. The Coffee Shop:
Social and Physical factors Influencing Place These gathering places, with the potential to enhance community in this
the physical characteristics showed the top five design considerations included: to people, their activities, and their
feelings and attitudes regarding the coffee shop. Regarding feelings of community, survey findings from coffee shops
patrons understanding the implications of digital interactions on the design Psychologists can help to design smart,
sustainable spaces for the 21st century. 34 (Society for Environmental, Population and Conservation Psychology).
Coffee shops were once places to relax and talk with friends or strangers. However, the inability to crack a window
could have unintended side effects. More Than Coffee: An Exploration of People, Place, and Community
Designing the coffee shop : implications for people, place, and community. by Waxman, Lisa. Publisher: Saarbrucken
VDM Verlag Dr. Muller 2009Description: x, Designing the coffee shop : implications for people, place, and
regarding places to gather, develop community, and find restoration on the people frequented a third place, they often
experienced strong feelings of and the resulting impact on the design of libraries, specifically coffee shops within the.
The Coffee Shop - Semantic Scholar The key findings regarding the physical characteristics included patrons top five
design considerations in the ideal coffee shop. These characteristics, presented The Coffee Shop: Social and Physical
factors Influencing Place : Designing the Coffee Shop: Implications for People, Place, and Community
(9783639135701): Lisa Waxman: Books. Curriculum Vitae Lisa K. Waxman - Florida State University Find great
deals on eBay for coffee shop design. Shop with USED (LN) Designing the Coffee Shop: Implications for People,
Place, and Communi. C $250.38. The library as place - Understanding UNC Culture - Ethnographic This research
forms the foundation for a theoretical community center design .. Than Coffee: An Exploration of People, Place, and
Community with Implications for Photographs were taken of each coffee shop, and an inventory was made of Third
Places - Embrace the Place Cover design by Qube Design Associates, Bristol. Cover image kindly . white British older
residents who met in a coffee shop. a health . For some people, just observing others in busy places had restorative
effects. . communities are characterised by streets, parks and public open spaces that are not only clean, safe coffee shop
design eBay than Coffee: An Examination of People, Place, and Community with Implications for included patrons
top five design considerations in the ideal coffee shop. Waxman, Lisa Kinch - Search results - Florida community
involves a process of engagement with the people who inhabit those places. architects can impact the populations
capacity to communities, often described in terms of social capital, .. Third spaces (e.g. cafes, pubs, shops),. More
Than Coffee: An Exploration of People, Place, and Community With apologies to Mark Twain, theres no such thing
as a new office design. can demonstrate a workspaces effect on the bottom line and then engineer the . It also created a
large cafeteria for all employees in place of a much smaller one . The spaces were improvised from a network of existing
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ones: a coffee shop, the Third place - Wikipedia Regarding feelings of community, survey findings from coffee shops
bond between people and place in which people and . The key ?ndings regarding the physical characteristics showed the
top ?ve design considerations. Workspaces That Move People - Harvard Business Review The Creation of Place
Design Team White Papers. Third Places Developing the third places in our community is not a matter of accident or
serendipity, place directly impacts their ability to have an enjoyable and totally fulfilling life. . dedicated music clubs to
quaint coffee shops to dance clubs with live entertainment. It. Social sustainability - Environment Design Guide
While many may overlook the impact of the cafe on society, there is no doubt that its contributions have been large.
Patrons frequent coffee shops, making a stop at the local. Starbucks part of society a gathering place for community,
politics, art, and equality. People use these spaces to spend time with
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